Abstract. Given two strings X and Y of N and M characters respectively, the Longest Common Subsequence LCS Problem asks for the longest sequence of non-contiguous matches between X and Y.
The length of a LCS can be viewed as a natural measure of the proximity" of di erent strings of letters. It is the simplest instance of the best sequence alignments" which are of use in biology, in tests for comparing long molecules such as proteins and nucleic acids 12,14,23 . It is also an important problem in computer science, as the length of a LCS of two strings is closely related to the number of editing operations insertions deletions which are necessary to transform one string into the other Send o print requests to: J. Boutet de Monvel the so called "string-edit" distance 22 . A large number of variants and applications of the LCS problem are also described in 15 .
Another, less obvious motivation for the study of this problem comes from the fact that it can be formulated as a model of directed passage time percolation on a two dimensional triangular lattice 20,1 . To see this, consider the directed lattice whose vertices are the integer points ij, 0 i N;0 j M and whose edges are the bonds formed by nearest neighbors together with the bonds of the form fi,1; j ,1; ijg, 1 i N;1 j M, all of these bonds being oriented according to the positive direction of the axes. To each bond between nearest neighbors attach the weight 0, and to each bond fi , 1; j ,1; ijg attach the weight Xi;Yj , that is 1 if X i = Y j , and to 0 otherwise. Then clearly a LCS between X and Y may b e constructed from any directed path of maximum weight which joins the point 0 ; 0 to the point N;M on the lattice. If we i n terpret the weight of a bond as a time required for the passage of that bond, we seek the maximum rather than the minimum passage time from 0; 0 to N;M, but this is of no signi cance here. This paper is concerned with the stochastic version of the LCS problem, where one is given very long strings the letters of which are chosen at random, independently and uniformly in a given alphabet of size S. This problem has retained much attention 6,9,16 see also 8 for a recent review. The main issue is to understand the large N behaviour of the LCS length of the N rst letters of X and Y . Let L N be this number. Observing that the sequence L N is superadditive L N1+N2 L N1 + L N2 , and using the martingale di erence method, one can prove in an elegant w ay 17 that with probability one for innite strings, L N is asymptotic from below t o S N, where 0 S 1 is a constant whose exact value is unknown.
It has also been proved 1,13 that the rate of convergence of the expected ratio EL N =N to S is at least as fast as O p ln N=N.
In the passage time percolation picture the weights attached to the bonds are correlated random variables. We consider also a related independent model where each bond fi , 1; j , 1; ijg on the lattice is given a weight 1 resp. 0 independently of the others with probabitlity 1=S resp. 1 , 1=S. We shall refer to this model as the Of course S 1 = S , and as a function of r, S r has the obvious symmetry property S 1=r = 1=r S r. In the picture of directed passage time percolation r is given by tan=4 + where 2 ,=4; = 4 is the angle between the direction of interest and the rst bisector, and the object of interest is the set C k of integer points dened by C k = fij : L i;j kg. As k ! 1 for N and M in nite the convex hull of the set C k =k is asymptotically delimited by the curve of polar equation = p 1 + r 2 = S r . The above symmetry property reects the fact that C k is asymptotically symmetric with respect to the rst bissector. A percolation transition occurs in this problem when r = r c = S, namely one has S r = 1 for r S and S r 1 for r S . By symmetry we h a ve another transition at r = 1 =r c = 1 =S, such that S r = r for r 1=S and S r r for r 1=S. Analogous comments apply to the Bernoulli Matching model. In this case we provide a simple analytic expression for the corresponding function B S r, which is derived in section 3 below on the basis of a cavity-like analysis of the LCS problem. The cavity method is an approximation scheme generally thought to be appropriate i.e. to lead to exact predictions in the limit of large systems in the context of mean eld theory of disordered systems such a s spin glasses 11 . The Bernoulli Matching LCS model is, however, really a two dimensional percolation model, not a mean eld model. By cavity" we mean here the following: First, the properties of the system can be computed by use of a recursion formula. This is equation 1 given below, which has the convenience of being exact, and holds for the Random String model as well as for the Bernoulli Matching model. Second, a decorrelation, or clustering" property 11 happens to be valid in the Bernoulli Matching model but not in the Random String model, allowing the recursion formula to be solved in the limit of large N;Mby using a kind of Bethe approximation. We do not try to justify the validity of this clustering property in this paper, but we conjecture that it leads to the correct expression of B S r, and this is strongly supported by our numerical results.
We nally investigated the con guration space" properties of this problem, which are most easily accessible by constructing what we call the LCS graph of given strings X and Y . This structure is de ned in section 4. It can be computed in a very e cient w ay, and it gives a direct access to properties of the set of LCSs of X and Y , enabling one to compute such quantities as:
i The total numberN LCS of LCSs of X and Y .
ii The average overlap between two LCSs chosen at random among the set of LCSs of X and Y .
iii The distribution of the distance between two successive matches in a LCS. By distance we mean here the quantity ji 1 , i 2 j + jj 1 , j 2 j for given points i 1 j 1 ; i 2 j 2 .
iv The distribution of the number of LCS matches with respect to their rank, the rank of a match ij being de ned as the length of an LCS of X 1 ; :::; X i and Y 1 ; :::; Y j 2 .
These type of computations are of interest because they provide informations on the structure of the set of solutions, which in other problems may be very di cult to obtain. For example our computations show that typical random strings have many common subsequences of maximum length. Their numbertypically grows exponentially with N, i.e. the ground state entropy of this system is not zero. We provide estimates of this entropy and of the typical overlap between to randomly chosen LCSs for several values of S. 2 The average length of a Longest Common Subsequence. To obtain error bars on these estimates one should use a 2 analysis 4 . However this method underestimates the true error here, which is still mainly induced by the omission of the N term in the extrapolation. , the statistical errors obtained were about or less than 0:001 on S , i.e. much smaller than the true error. In fact N happens to be only slightly larger than the precision of our nite size estimates for 1500 N 10 4 , and this is the reason why w e are unable to provide a de nite form for its asymptotic behaviour. We , not taken into account in the extrapolation, are also included. such an exceptional phenomenon in the realm of random sequences, and we think that it deserves some theoretical explanation. As it has been suggested by T alagrand in the context of longest increasing subsequences 19 , it may b e related to the fact that the number of LCSs of two random sequences is very large.
The distribution of L N is also of interest. We found that the random variable X N = L N ,EL N = p V a r L N is very nearly normally distributed, even at rather small values of N for which V a r L N does not grow linearly. These ndings indicate that a central limit theorem should apply to the LCS length of two random strings. Figure 2 shows the results of our computations in the case of binary strings. The location k max of this maximum is a self-averaging quantity, and it may be expected that it is comparable in a simple way with the LCS length: A reasonable guess is that with probability one, L 2k max as N ! 1 . Assuming this we must nd the maximum of fx de ned above, so the situation is not much better than before.
But now the approximation of replacing N k by its mean value does work much better: Indeed EN k has a sharp maximum for k x S N, where x s = 1 =1 + p S. Hence quite surprisingly, 2 x S is a really good estimate for S , and it happens to give the correct value of B S . W e h a ve no explanation for this observation. Let us remark however that a similar computation can be done for the related Longest Increasing Subsequence LIS Problem. Given a sequence of distinct numbers x 1 ; :::; x N this problem asks for a se- 3 The case N 6 = M and a cavity solution.
There is still another way to study the asymptotic be- For a given r 0, L N; rN is a sum of N terms ij and rN terms ij , along a path close" to the straight line from 0; 0 to N; rN . Hence the limit S r = lim N!1 EL N; rN =N must be given by S r = pr + rp 0 r:
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Now a relation between pr and p 0 r can be readily obtained from 11 if one assumes that for large i and j, i;j and i;j can be considered as nearly independent v ariables. This cannot be true for the random string model, since in that case the variables ij are not independent, however we expect this clustering property to be correct for the Bernoulli Matching model. 4 Con guration space properties of the LCS problem.
In this section we study generic properties of the set of solutions of the LCS problem, that is average properties of the set of all LCSs of two random strings.
A most direct computational access to these properties is provided by what we shall call the LCS graph of a given instance. Given any strings X and Y of length N, this graph is de ned as follows. The vertices are the LCS matches, that is the set of points ij, 1 i; j N such that X i = Y j and ij occurs in at least a LCS of X and Y . Two LCS matches are incident in the LCS graph if they occur as successive matches regardless the order in the same LCS.
It is a nice feature of the LCS problem that this structure may be computed in a very e cient w ay. T o a large part, this circumstance is due to the directed nature of the problem, which greatly simpli es the structure of the set of solutions.
Construction of the LCS graph.
Since the construction we have used is rather simple we shall not give a precise algorithm, but rather indicate the main steps, together with the main observations which enable an e cient implementation.
Given integer points i 1 j 1 and i 2 j 2 w e write i 1 j 1 i 2 j 2 i f i 1 i 2 and i 2 j 2 . This relation induces a natural partial order on the set of LCS matches. The LCS graph is the Hasse graph" associated with this partial order. The lists Mk are the basic data in the construction of the LCS graph. Remark that the members of ML are obviously LCS matches, hence these must be included as vertices of the LCS graph. If P is a match of rank k L , then P is a LCS match if and only if there is a LCS match Q of rank k + 1 such that P Q . Remark also that, by de nition, a LCS match of rank k may be connected only to LCS matches of rank k , 1 o r k + 1 in the LCS graph.
If P is a LCS match of rank k 1, and Q is a LCS match of rank k , 1, then P and Q are connected if and only if Q P . We will denote by M LCS k the list of the LCS matches of rank k, ordered in the way which is inherited from the ordering of Mk.
We construct the LCS graph in L stages numbered k = L; L,1; :::; 1. Stage L consists of inserting all matches of rank L as vertices of the LCS graph. Once all the LCS matches of rank k have been inserted, stage k consists of selecting the members of Mk which belong to M LCS k, and then to insert the required edges connecting M LCS k to M LCS k + 1.
Using remarks made previously and exploiting the way Mk and M LCS k + 1 h a ve been ordered, it is easy to see that the selection of the members of M LCS k from those of Mk at stage k may be performed in Or k + l k+1 steps, r k and l k+1 being the cardinality of Mk and M LCS k + 1 respectively. Hence the detection of the whole set of LCS matches takes at most Or steps in this construction, r = P k r k being the total number of matches of X and Y . The main part of the computation is devoted to the insertion of the edges in the LCS graph. The number of operations comparisons and insertions needed to determine the edges connecting M LCS k and M LCS k+1, once these lists are known, is of order Ol 2 k .
Since there is no obvious bound for l k better than r k , and no obvious bound for r k better than 2N, w e obtain a bound for the time required to compute the LCS graph which i s OLN 2 .
However when X and Y are random strings from a nite alphabet, the typical values of l k happen to be much smaller than r k , and the typical time required by the above construction is in fact much smaller than OLN 2 .
Computations of the LCS graph.
We performed a series of Monte Carlo computations in order to study some of the basic properties of the set of LCSs of two random strings. We concentrated our study on di erent quantities which can be easily computed once the LCS graph is constructed.
Probably the most basic quantity which c haracterizes the set of LCSs is its cardinality N LCS . It is also seen on gure 6 that the variance of the overlap decreases with N roughly as 1=N. Hence we con- non random and equal to q S in the limit N ! 1 . This is in fact not surprising: the space of LCSs of two random strings is not very far from having a product structure and the quantity 1 ,q 1 ; 2 is a kind of normalized Hamming distance on this space. In the conventional wisdom of statistical mechanics, we w ould say that, although there is some pathology in this system from a physical point o f view it does not satisfy Nernst's principle", it presents no replica symmetry breaking. We also considered quantities which are of interest to describe the shape" of the LCS graph. Two such quantities are the distribution of the distance between two successive matches of a LCS, and the distribution of the number of LCS matches with respect to the rank. More pre- l k being the number of LCS matches of rank k, and we let S r; N be the average of r; X ; Y o ver X and Y . I t i s natural to expect that P S l;N converges to a limit P S l as N ! 1 , and that we h a ve P l0 lP S l = 2 = S . I t is not so obvious that S r; N also has a limit as N ! 1 , in particular that the average P r0 r S r; N remains bounded. We found numerically that both P S d; N and S l;N approach w ell de ned distributions as N grows. 
Concluding remarks.
This article has been devoted to the presentation of a thorough investigation of the LCS Problem by means of numerical simulations. One of our main ndings is that the nite size behaviour of the average LCS length EL N i s very well reproduced by 4. This form provides a numerically trustworthy method of extrapolation, from which w e have improved signi cantly the precision on previous estimates of the limit ratio S . I t i s v ery di cult at present t o nd any theoretical insight which could justify 4. Even improving on Alexander's rate result seems very di cult. It could be useful in this respect to have a better understanding on the e ects of boundary conditions in these kind of problems. We also studied a related model where the two strings are replaced by a matrix of i.i.d. Bernoulli variables indicating the locations of the matches. We obtained a simple analytic expression 20 for the passage time" function B S r of this Bernoulli Matching model, which compares very well with our numerical results. Of course it would be of interest to have a proof that this formula is exact, or to recover it by mean of another method, for example using replicas. This expression provides also an excellent approximation for the function S r of the random string model, and this approximation becomes more and more accurate as S becomes large. A natural question is then whether one can evaluate the corrections to this approximation induced by the correlations among matched points in the random string model.
A further interesting observation is that the cavity-like method used to derive 20, which is essentially a kind of Bethe" approximation, can be easily extended to more general directed passage time percolation models. If conrmed, this would provide a simple mean to obtain analytical information on the passage time constants in such models.
We nally investigated average properties of the set of solutions of the LCS problem. We emphasize that numerical simulations are about the only mean we h a ve t o get insights on such properties. We w ere rather surprised to nd that the number of common subsequences of maximal size of two t ypical random strings grows exponentially with the size of the strings. It follows that two randomly given LCSs are to a large extent distinct, as con rmed by the study of their typical overlap. An interesting question is whether this proliferation of solutions is speci c to random sequences and subsequences. In fact such phenomenon may be of relevance in more general passage time percolation situations. As already said, the smallness of the variance of L N is probably related to the large number of LCSs of two random sequences. Smallness of the variance of the passage time from 0; 0 to 0; N has also been observed for rst passage percolation on Z 2 it is even thought to be oN. This could be interpreted as the existence of a large number of quasi optimal paths with typical overlaps being smaller than one.
